ANYA PETER'S PROBOSCIS PUNCHED

AN N.S.A. STRIKE was settled and the Institute, Local 3423, Negotiate New Contract.

A threatened strike of 340 members of local building service employees was averted last Tuesday when both the Institute and Local 3423 announced an agreement on a new contract with the union, which includes all janitors, porters,雏 workers, and laborers, who have been on strike since last fall, when the old contract expired.

According to Mr. M. Colin MacIntosh, the union's representative in the negotiations, 'the agreement is a happy one for both sides, for the university has been very reasonable, and the union has been fairly uniformly solid.'

In addition to the agreement, the union will be granted a 13 per cent increase in hourly rates for its members, and the Institute is offering only a 5 per cent increase.

The strike, which began several hours before the contract was settled, was called off by the union after receiving substantial compensation.

Negotiations

The decision to arbitrate was made after several negotiations, including two meetings with the administration and representatives of the Institute and the American Arbitration and Conciliation Service, chaired by Justice Joseph L. McCarthy, union representative, and Institute representatives.

The committee reached an agreement on terms of contract with the union after a vote of the members.

The strike was called off on the morning of the day the provisions of the new contract were announced.

Strike Possibilities

Although the union represents building service employees at 2,000 plants across the country, a strike might seriously disrupt undergraduate life. Plant employees would be out, along with graduate students, and many others who hold management and service jobs around the Institute.

Ike Steward could prevent Walker employees from striking or taking their jobs. Possibilities of such actions include the possibility of a strike by both sides, or extremely slight.

Open House Comm. Announces Plans

Cyclotron, Synchrotron

To Be Shown In Action

Plans for the first post-war Open House day at Tech are being made. Visitors will be able to view twelve interesting exhibits.

Tech Entertain N.E. Swimmers

Alumni Pool Is Scene Of Championship Meet

Future plans at Tech include an end to undergraduate election systems, which have been under study in several states. The bill, which is likely to be introduced in the legislature of the Institute Committee, will give an all-campus election system, with the method of election to be decided by a majority vote.
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